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introduction
Bullying and peer victimization can and does happen everywhere,
but the solutions to these problems and our capacity to implement
these solutions are not the same in every community. We have
consulted with Indigenous communities across Canada to develop
the evidence-based WITS Programs and to identify strategies that
can help Indigenous communities to customize the programs to
suit their unique cultural knowledge, connections, and needs. These
are highlighted in this document. WITS stands for Walk Away,
Ignore, Talk it Out and Seek Help, but these programs are more
than these strategies. As an evidence-based approach, there are
core activities and strategies that are important to our community
engaged and literacy-based WITS approach (see
https://witsprogram.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Core-ProgramActivities.2018.pdf ), but there are also many opportunities for every
school and community to adapt the WITS programs to their own
reconciliation efforts.
Our goal here is to promote the “two-eyed seeing” that can link the
WITS Programs strategies to local efforts to promote lateralkindness. Lateral kindness is a strength-based movement, which
actively promotes social harmony, positive behaviours and
interactions, and healthy relationships. This emerging movement is
about a return to living and working in harmony, a return to social
unity and oneness. Many Indigenous communities and families are
seeking evidence-based tools and strategies to help heal and
strengthen relationships as they go through the processes of
decolonization. Communities are also looking for common
language on how to say “no” to bullying, peer victimization and
lateral violence, and to say “that’s not our way.” WITS and WITS
LEADerS can help by bringing together schools, families and
communities to create responsive environments that foster healthy
and positive relationships, and deal with peer conflicts. The WITS
programs can also aid in cultivating a common positive language
(“Use your WITS”) for addressing conflicts so that children hear the
same messages at school, at home and in the community.
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Implementing the WITS Programs can help to respond to the Calls for Justice for Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women’s The MMIW recommendations.
Two of these are particularly relevant:
#1.9 We call upon all governments to develop laws, policies, and public education
campaigns to challenge the acceptance and normalization of violence
#7.3 We call on all governments and health service providers to support indigenous-led
prevention initiatives in the areas of health and community awareness, including, but
not limited to programming:
• for Indigenous men and boys
• related to suicide prevention strategies for youth and adults
• related to sexual trafficking awareness and no-barrier exiting
• specific to safe and healthy relationships
. specific to mental health awareness
• related to 2SLGBTQQIA issues...
Our work here is also a response to the resurgence of the promotion of harmony through
reconciliation, which can teaches us all about moving forward to starting with ourselves, and
our children, to establish harmonious communities. Reconciliation has many meanings, but
creating harmony is central to this concept. As described by Richard Wagamese in Speaking
My Truth, Returning to Harmony , reconciliation ,,,
“Quite simply means to create harmony. You create harmony with truth
and you build truth out of humility. That is spiritual. That is truth. That is
Indian. Within us, as nations of Aboriginal people and as individual
members of those nations, we have an incredible capacity for survival,
endurance, and forgiveness. In the reconciliation with ourselves first, we
find the ability to create harmony with others, and that is where it has to
start - in the fertile soil of our own hearts, minds, and spirits”

WHAT ARE THE WITS PROGRAMS
The WITS Programs are accessible, evidence-based programs that began in 1997. There
are two developmentally appropriate WITS Programs. WITS Primary Program focuses on
resolving peer conflicts and help seeking for kindergarten to grade 3 children. WITS
LEADerS gives all older youth (grades 4 to 6) the skills they need to notice and understand
peer conflicts, resolve them creatively, and know when to get help. LEADS stands for Look
and Listen, Explore Points of View, Act, Did it Work, and Seek help. Every child and every
adult are encouraged to be a leader in promoting social harmony, positive behaviours and
interactions, and healthy relationships.
Both WITS Programs work to build communities where proactive conflict resolution
and help seeking are the norm. The programs use popular story books and storytelling to
show elementary school children positive conflict resolution strategies and to help them
build healthy inclusive relationships. All of the program resources are available open access
online at www.witsprograms.ca
www.witsprograms.ca. The introductory video showing the program’s history and
overview is at https://witsprogram.ca/school/wits-in-action/.
Many suggestions for considering the fit and adapting the WITS Programs, which have been
created by Indigenous community members, are given below.
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PROCESS FOR GETTING STARTED IN
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
1. NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
Is your community concerned about lateral-violence and promoting lateral-kindness?
Get community leaders and youth together to think about these concerns, their
origins in colonialism, how they are currently manifested, and how things could
change. Taking the time to build relationships and trust will aid in the success and
sustainability of the Program.

2. RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
Identify the people in your community who can assist in the start-up help? Identify a
champion or champions to learn more about WITS. The training programs for WITS
are on line, and the WITS Programs staff and trainers can also help to build capacity
with your families, teachers, and community to deliver the programs in your schools
and communities.

3. DOES IT FIT?
What are your community’s goals? Is your community already engaged in language
revitalization or youth engagement? You will find that there are many aspects of the
WITS programs that can be tailored in ways to integrate them into what you are
already doing in your communities. The WITS and LEADS structured programs offer
flexibility to accommodate local adaptations and choice of program activities, as
determined by the community. The WITS Programs trainers can also help you to adapt
the Programs.

4. CREATE A PLAN
The WITS Programs are whole school and community programs. They are
implemented throughout the school year! It can take a few years to fully implement
and integrate the Programs. Planning for training, leadership, getting resources, start
up, adapting and sustaining the programs may need a forward looking team. Writing
down a work plan can keep you on track. For a template see step-by-step guide at
(https://witsprogram.ca/pdfs/schools/media-resources/step-by-step-guide-forcommunity-leaders.pdf)

5. IS WHAT YOU ARE DOING WORKING?
Your annual review of your program can be data-based (reductions in school
disciplinary complaints, reductions in bullying and victimization, increased
commendations for kindness and leadership) or based on stories from children,
teachers and parents. You will need to evaluate and renew your commitment to WITS
at the end of every school year to sustain the program.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTATIONS FROM
OTHER INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
The WITS Programs are used in many communities across Canada. Contact
one near you to see how they are doing (see map at the bottom of the WITS
Program’s home page).
Look widely to build community engagement with your own local role
models, change agents, and leaders. The WITS Programs have created
adaptable roles for first responders, youth, Elders, principals, teachers,
counsellors, parents and children. The more people who are engaged the
more children will see that positive conflict resolution, healthy
relationships, and promoting lateral kindness are a community endeavour
and norm.
Use trauma informed approaches to discussing bullying and violence –
these topics can be triggers for adults and children alike. Consider asking a
trained counsellor and elders to training sessions for the WITS Programs.
Training efforts may need more time and support to help adults to feel that
they are efficacious in helping with the relationships concerns of the
children in their care. Each year, hold a Welcoming Ceremony or a
Community Breakfast or Feast led by your community team that invites
everyone to help launch the WITS language and activities. Establishing this
routine keeps the program alive and reminds everyone to Use their WITS.
You can also acknowledge the new children (young and old) who are
joining the program and recognize last year’s leaders.
Create your own community pledge to use WITS to deal with lateral
violence, bullying and peer victimization and to create lateral kindness. The
current pledge can be used as a model that you can add to (“I promise to
use my WITS, to walk away, ignore, talk it out and seek help when I’m
dealing with teasing and bullying. I promise to also help other kids use
their WITS to keep my school and my community a safe and fun place to be
and learn.”)
Use the WITS badges or create your own WITS’ emblems that recognize the
program start up, children’s participation in the program, pledge to use
their WITS, and the leadership of older youth.
Create a youth advisory group for WITS and have youth come up with their
own ideas for promoting lateral kindness, cooperation, and cultural
belonging with elementary school children (workshops, art, dance, songs,
music, and drama). Have youth artists create new posters and bookmarks
for WITS especially for your schools.
Use community designs and recognizable shirts, vests, scarves, or hats to
identify older youth on the playground as someone who knows about WITS
and lateral kindness and can help younger children solve their conflicts
peacefully.
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Teachers can select from more than fifty WITS PICKS. These books and
lesson plans (see support positive messages of the programs
https://witsprogram.ca/school/wits-books-and-lesson-plans/). Several
WITS PICKS books are identified as having Indigenous content. Teachers
can also add to the lesson plans to enhance the individual learning needs
of their students and to the cultural and community relevance.
Use local stories and storytelling to bring home cultural messages about
resolving conflicts creatively and constructively. Who are/were your local
heroes? Who makes things better in your community and how to they do
this? Have them tell their stories.
Share what your experiences and best practices your school’s Facebook
or Twitter or on the WITS Programs’ Facebook Pages
(https://www.facebook.com/witsprograms).
Exchange ideas on how you are using and adapting the WITS lesson
plans, materials, and resources to best meet the individual learning needs
of your students.
o share best practices and lessons learned to reinforce WITS learning
o share how you are adapting resources to local legends and
languages
Recommend new books to WITS programs staff and Indigenous authors
to add to the Indigenous-themed book list.
Tell us about your adaptations and see how the program staff can help
you at https://witsprogram.ca/contact-us/.
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